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• Kick-off meeting on November 9th: 
– https://indico.cern.ch/event/679530/

– https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGSystemsPerformanceM
odeling

– https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qRAKRdjCi3m4W4c9VorPrjn0
V8-OR3p_fHr1SbeYttY/edit?usp=sharing

– Discussed mandate and overall roadmap
• Reached consensus

– First discussion on how the work could be best organized 
• It was agreed that it is difficult to handle the definition of metrics, analysis of reference 

workloads and model building in separate sub-working groups 

• Agreed to hold initially weekly meetings 

Status Update
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• WLCG Systems Performance and Cost Model Working Group

• Our community needs metrics that allow us to characterise the resource usages of HEP 
workloads in sufficient detail so that the impact of changes in the infrastructure or the 
workload implementations can be quantified with a precision high enough to guide design 
decisions towards improved efficiencies. This model has to express the resource utilisation of 
the workloads in terms of fundamental capabilities that computing systems provide, such as 
storage, memory, network, computational operations, latency, bandwidths etc. To allow sites 
and user communities to use t this model to improve also their cost efficiency an approach to 
map these capabilities to local costs is highly desirable. This can’t be achieved at a global 
level, since the conditions at different sites are too different, but the model should be 
constructed in such a way that this mapping on a local level can be done fairly easily, following 
given examples. Decisions on the evolution of workloads, workflows and infrastructures 
impact the quantity and quality of human resources required to build and operate the system. 
It is important that a cost and performance model at the system level takes these adequately 
into account to allow to optimize the global infrastructure cost into a constrained budget.

Motivation for the WG



• This working group depends on active participation from workload, 
workflow and framework developers, people who plan, engineer and 
operate IT systems and people who federate all this into a global 
infrastructure. To ensure that this activity is reflecting the understanding of 
these vital groups of experts it is helpful that beyond the informal cross links 
created by members of the working group, reporting links with all three 
entities will be established. With WLCG's history of tracking a large number 
of working groups, the focus on computing for (HL-)LHC and an established 
community driven governance, this working group is best established as a 
"WLCG Working Group". The scope is not limited to WLCG and is of potential 
interest for other experiments relying on a largely distributed computing 
infrastructure, like (but not limited to) Belle II or SKA.

WLCG, HSF, HEPIX and the WG



• Bring together workload and infrastructure experts from sites and 
experiments to agree on common suitable metrics to describe the 
interrelationship between workload resource needs and infrastructure 
characteristics.

• Identify and agree on a set of reference workloads and meter them in 
different environments as input data for a model.

• Build models and verify them by predicting resource usage of the reference 
workloads with respect to changes in the execution environment.

• Develop a strategy/methodology for mapping the model predictions to local 
costs and verify this approach by applying it to a small number of different 
sites.

• These steps are not necessarily sequential and an iterative approach is 
needed to end up with usable metrics and models that can over time follow 
the changes in our environment.

Mandate



• Short
– Set up a structure for the working group and define subgroups. At the time of the joint HSF/WLCG workshop 

in spring 2018 a first, simplified, metrics and model should be developed, covering all the aspects of the 
mandate for one reference workload. It is clear that this model will not be usable in practice, but building it 
will help to understand better what white areas exist on the map and how they can be filled.

• Medium
– End of 2018 get a first set of metrics that are useful to some extents and is easily accessible. (On these some 

collaboration with the HEPiX Benchmarking Working Group would be helpful). The derived model should 
cover for two experiments the workload consuming the largest amount of resources today. The model should 
also come with a first process for mapping to local costs. Testbeds can be used to verify the quality of the 
model to predict the performance of different fabrics. The process to measure the resource utilisation metrics 
and the model should be well documented.

• Long
– Starting in 2020, at the time of the HL-LHC Computing TDRS, ,the model should be refined and should cover all 

major workloads from most experiments. Mapping to local cost should have been carried out by several sites. 
Use of the model should be simplified by providing tools. By predicting planned changes and comparing 
predictions with observed impact frequently, the model will be continuously refined.

Goals/Roadmap

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/edit/LCG/HEPiX?topicparent=LCG.WLCGSystemsPerformanceModeling;nowysiwyg=1


• MB decision on creation of official WG

• MB decision on who should lead the WG 

• MB decision on a suitable coat of arms .....

Next steps


